
 

 

CNSA Rules for Eastern Canada 

Revised February 3, 2012 

DECORUM 

It is intended that the game of shuffleboard be played in a congenial and courteous manner 
and that be won or lost based on player’s skill and ability. The Tournament Director or delegate 
has full authority in handling tournaments and may issue warnings for rule infractions. 
Penalties will be levied for severe and repetitious infractions.  
Only the Tournament Director or Delegate may assess a penalty. 
 
GAME 
 
1. The game of shuffleboard is played by either two (2) players, called SINGLES, or four 

(4) players, called DOUBLES. 

2. The object of the game is to propel discs by means of pushing with a cue into or near 
the scoring area at the opposite end of the court and to score or prevent the opponent 

from scoring or both. 

 

3. DOUBLES - A match may be one game of sixteen (16) frames with eight (8) frames played 
on each colour or best two (2) out of (3) sixteen (16) frame games 
SINGLES – A match may be one game of twelve (12) frames with six (6) frames played on 
 each colour or best two (2) out of three (3) 12 frame games. 
 
In matches that are 2 out of 3, the player that started on yellow starts the 3rd game on 
yellow and  halfway through switches to black.( In singles after 6 frames and doubles 
after 8 frames) 
 

COURT 

All games shall start at the “ head ” of the court where the score board is located.  The 

opposite end of the court is known as the “ foot ”. 

EQUIPMENT 

1. Four (4 ) discs shall be colored yellow and four (4) discs coloured black. These eight (8) 

discs comprise a set. (Other colour combinations may be used as long as there are two 

(2) contrasting colours).  Care should be taken to ensure that all discs in a set are 

uniform in weight and thickness. 



 

 

2. The cue shall not have an overall length of more than six feet, three inches (6’3”).  No 

metal parts on the cue shall touch the playing surface of the court. 

3. New discs must be thoroughly broken in (conditioned) before use in a tournament. 

SCORING 

1. The scoring diagram (triangle) consists of – one 10 point area, two 8 point areas, two 7 
point areas and one 10 off area (called kitchen) 
Every time a score is posted on the scoreboard is considered a “frame”.  In doubles, 

down and back is a “round” 

   2. After both players have shot their four discs in a frame, all discs in the scoring area 
that are not touching lines, shall be counted. The separation line in the 10 off/starting 

area is not considered. 

   3. If a disc is very close to a line, the following procedures are to be followed.  

DOUBLES Designated “ callers” may be asked to make first and second calls.  If there are 
no “callers” , players from adjoining courts may be asked to make the calls.  If there is a 
disagreement, the tournament director or a designate will make third and final call. 
 
SINGLES  If there are callers, 1st caller makes the call and must tell the player if it is 
close. If it is close the shooter may go down and look at the disc. If he disagrees with the 
caller he may ask for a second call. If 1st and 2nd calls disagree the Tournament Director 
or delegate makes 3rd and final call.  
If there are no callers, Yellow makes the first call and must tell the player if it is close. If 
it is close the player may go down and look. If the player disagrees with the call from 
yellow he may request a second call from an adjoining court. If these 2 calls do not agree 
the Tournament Director or delegate will make the 3rd and final call. 
 

When judging a disc in relation to lines, the player or official shall position themselves 

with the disc between themselves and the line and sight directly down on the vertical 

side of the disc. This is done because the discs are rounded on the bottom and if sighted 

in any other way, the disc may appear to be scoring when it is not. No artificial aid is to be 

used when judging a disc. The player or official must be very careful so as not to walk on 

the court when examining a close disc or touch a live disc. 

4. If a game ends in a tie, the game is continued with each player having a hammer. The 

team (doubles) or player (singles) that has the highest score after the extra frames is 

the winner. If the game remains tied, the process is continued. 



 

 

5. If an error in scoring is discovered before the subsequent frame or half round is 

completed, the error must be corrected. However if the error is not discovered until 

later, the score must stand as recorded unless all players agree to correct it. 

 

PLAYING RULES 

All games are under control of a tournament director or court officials appointed by the 

director. Rules are to be obeyed and penalties may be assessed by the director or a 

delegate only. Nevertheless, games are meant to be won or lost based on the players 

skill and abilities and wherever possible, penalties should not be imposed that will affect 

the outcome of the game, unless the infractions are severe and repetitious.  

1. In a tournament where players draw for a court assignment, the low line number 

starts on yellow. If a match is best two out of three games, the team or player that 

started the first game on yellow starts the third game on yellow.  After 8 frames(in 

doubles) or 6 frames (in singles) the players change sides and play the other half of 

the game on the opposite side and the opposite colour. 

2. Practice prior to the start of a match or game consists of 2 discs for speed. At this 
time the players must decide whether they want the discs waxed and or beads added.  
Four discs may be shot for practice. Opponent’s discs may be used as targets. The same 
applies to the start of the second game. No practice before the third game. 
  All players must agree to have beads applied to a court and the application should take 
place prior to the start of a game . If speed and practice shots have been taken 
before beads are added, no further practice is allowed. No beads will be added during a 
game. 
 Since all Canadian Tournaments are held indoors, wind gusts are not a problem. Should 
bare spots develop during a game, the beads may be moved around using the cue and 
or a disc. Any player may move the beads around if he finds a dry spot. 
  

   3.Each team may change ends once before the match begins with yellow deciding 

first  and then black.  This decision stands for the whole match.  No further practice is 

allowed. 

4. A tournament starts when the draw is complete, after which no substitutions will be 

allowed. 

5. There will be a consolation bracket for those who lose their first match. With this 

format, a player losing the second or subsequent match, in main or consolation, 



 

 

prior to reaching the semi finals, is eliminated. In non sanctioned CNSA 

tournaments, additional brackets may be added to allow for more matches. 

6. Yellow always shoots first to start a game.  In doubles, the lead changes after the 

completion of each round of play and in singles, after each frame is completed. 

Yellow is always played from the right side of the court at the head and from the left 

side of the court at the foot. 

7. If the wrong color leads out and the error is discovered before all of the discs are 

shot, the frame is played over. However if the error is not discovered until the frame 

is completed (all discs have come to a stop) the score is placed on the scoreboard 

and the frame is not played over. Play continues in the correct order. 

8. If players get mixed up and play the wrong color from their side of the starting area 

and the error is discovered before the frame is finished, the frame is played over.  If 

the error is not discovered until the frame is complete, the players get the scores 

made with the wrong discs. 

9. If a player shoots his opponent’s disc by mistake and the disc does not hit another 

disc, then the disc is returned and the shot is replayed using the correct color.  If the 

delivered disc touches another disc, then all discs are shot over. A penalty of 10 

points may be assessed by the tournament director or delegate. If a disc is played 

from the wrong side of the starting area and does not hit another disc, it is removed 

and play resumes from the correct position.  If a disc is hit, the frame is played over 

and a penalty of 10 points may be assessed by the tournament director or delegate. 

Should a player shoot two discs consecutively and the second disc does not hit 

another disc, it is removed from play. If the second disc hits another disc, the frame 

is played over and 10 point penalty may be assessed by the tournament director or 

delegate. 

10. A disc being shot must be within the starting area and not touching any lines.  In the 

act of delivery, a disc may touch and cross lines. A disc that crosses a line is not 

considered shot unless it crosses a line in the act of delivery. 

11. If a disc is shot and does not reach the far lag line, it is removed from play. If it is not 

removed and another disc is shot, the disc that should have been removed must 

remain until the end of the frame. 

12. In the act of shooting, no part of a player’s body is allowed to touch the court over 



 

 

the base line which includes the extension of the base line into the area of the alley. 

13. Players must get out of the way (step back and to the side) when the opponent is   

shooting and the cue is to be held in an upright position. 

14. Players must remain seated when play is to their end of the court until the last  disc 
has been shot and comes to rest with the exception of gathering discs, or removing 
discs that are not eight (8) inches from the baseline or judging discs.  

 
16. A player is allowed the space from the outside of the alley on both sides of the court 

and even with the back of the bench/seat. A player is not allowed to step on 
another court or leave your court without permission except to gather discs. Please 
tell your opponent if you are taking a rest room break.  

  
17. A maximum of 10 minutes is allowed between games for personal use (restroom, 

resting, smoking, eating etc.) 
 
18. Players must not touch live discs during play.  All discs are to be left in place until the 

score has been agreed upon. ( A 10 point penalty may be assessed by the 
tournament director or delegate.) 

 
19. Players must not make remarks or perform any actions to disconcert opponents.         

A  five ( 5 )point penalty may be assessed by the tournament director or delegate. 
  
20. No coaching of partners or team members, either verbally or by means of signals is 

allowed.  A ten (10) point penalty may be assessed by the tournament director or 

delegate. 

21. Shooting before your opponents disc comes to a complete stop is not allowed. A  
        five  (5) point penalty may be assessed by the tournament director or delegate. 
 

  22. A five (5) point penalty for intentionally delaying a game may be assessed by the 
       tournament director or delegate. All infractions must be witnessed by the TD or  
       delegate. Only the TD or delegate may assess penalties. 
 

23. If the cue slips out of your hand and interferes with a live disc on your court or 

another court, t he interfered with disc should be returned to its original position.  If 

agreement cannot be reached, the frame is to be replayed without penalty. 

24. No hesitation shots or hook shots are allowed. You must deliver your disc in a 

straight line and in a smooth motion. A 10 point penalty may be assessed by the 



 

 

tournament director or delegate. 

25. A disc leaving the court and returning to hit a live disc on your court or another  
court is removed and the displaced disc returned to its original position.  If 
agreement cannot be reached, the frame will be replayed. A ten (10) point penalty 
may be assessed by the tournament director or delegate.  

 
            26.  A disc leaning over the edge of the court and touching the alley is to be removed 
                    immediately.   In those facilities that do not have alleys (gutters) a disc is removed if  

      it is more than half  over the side line. 

27.  Excessively hard shooting poses a real danger to the well-being of both players and 
       spectators and should be avoided as much as possible.  
 

28.  NO CHARTING IS ALLOWED. 

29. No cell phones or other electronic devices are allowed on the courts. In an 

emergency, inform the tournament director and your opponent, have your cell 

phone on vibrate and leave the court before you answer the phone. 

30. There is no smoking on or near the courts. 

31. In case of improper action of a player not specifically covered by the rules, the 

tournament director will ascertain the facts and may assess a penalty. 

32.  No Play - No Pay -  Money or points will not be given if players do not play through 

the finals. 

33. No sandals or open toed shoes are allowed 

Dated – February 3, 2012. 

Please review these rules with a view to enjoying the game to the fullest.  Employing good  

common sense is always important. 

 

Rules Committee Chairman -  Bill Pollock  & Max Tate 


